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Statement: The Islam as the King of the South viewpoint is based on biblical exegesis (see
Statement No. 6), but it is also correlating with dramatic current events.

EGW said,
“All the messages given from 1840-1844 are to be made forcible now, for there are many
people who have lost their bearings. The messages are to go to all the churches.... The
message was given. And there should be no delay in repeating the message, for the signs
of the times are fulfilling; the closing work must be done. A great work will be done in a
short time. A message will soon be given by God's appointment that will swell into a loud
cry. Then Daniel will stand in his lot, to give his testimony.” 21MR 436, 437.
This indicates that the Loud Cry will be based on Daniel with fulfilling prophecy getting
everyone's attention.
At the time of the start of the Loud Cry, whichever viewpoint of Daniel 11 that ends up being
the “correct” one will be having expectations fulfilled in current events.
In 2011 the R&H published my book Islam and Christianity in Prophecy in which were the
following expectations from Daniel 11:
1. Radical Islam would anger the Papacy.
2. The Pope would call for war, like in the crusades.
3. The USA and their allies would be the military enforcer.
4. Radical Islam would be overthrown.
5. Moderate Islam will follow or join with Papal led Christianity because of their dislike for
radical Islam.
6. There will be a remnant from Islam that will follow Jesus and the Bible and will join with the
remnant from Papal-led Christianity, and together they will proclaim the tidings or Loud Cry as
God's final warning to the world.
These are now being fulfilled. The ISIS Caliphate was established at the end of June, 2014. In
less than 6 weeks the Pope called for military action on Aug. 7, 2014. Less than 36 hours later
the USA began to attack the ISIS Caliphate, which it had not done before. The connection
between the Pope and the USA was so clear that radical Muslims began calling the USA “the
dog of Rome”. Then Trump was elected as president and at his inauguration he said he would
"eradicate radical Islamic terrorism from the face of the earth”, which he is attempting to do.
Now we have the so called moderates turning against the Egyptian rooted Muslim Brotherhood
radicals and becoming friendly to the pope. I believe all of these trends will likely intensify as we
near the end. Meanwhile, God has been forming up His remnant as he promised in Daniel 11 and
in Joel 2:28-30. Muslims are receiving dreams and visions by the thousands which lead them to
follow Jesus as Lord and Savior and the Bible as their guide for life.
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Daniel 11 and Joel 2 are being fulfilled just as predicted and in both cases these events are just
before Jesus comes. It is time to wake up, make your relationship with Jesus sure and share your
faith like never before!
These fulfilling expectations do not make this the “correct” viewpoint. However, the “correct”
viewpoint will have fulfilling expectations, right in front of our eyes at the start of the Loud Cry.
This means that the fulfillments cannot be events of decades ago.
The overthrow of ISIS does not mean the Caliphate threat is over. Iran, Turkey and the Islamists
(non-state radicals who want a Caliphate by force) all want a world-wide Caliphate. Most of
these want the capitol of that worldwide Caliphate to be in Al Quds, which we know as
Jerusalem. Based on the literal, geopolitical nature of Daniel 11, I believe that Egypt will
eventually radicalize and become a major pro-Caliphate power and be overthrown with many
others. If this comes to pass, then it would be the point that we will likely unify on Islam as the
King of the South being the “correct” understanding.
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